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DRY KILN BURNS
AT VENEER PLANT

PADUCAH. KY.,SATURDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 27. 1906.

RIFLE SHOOTING

IN

British Education Board to Provide
Range. for Scholar*,

MURDER PRECEDES
FIRE IN TENEMENT
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`"`"` 'HORSE AND BUGGY
LEFT IN STREET

W'hile
Cub. Thrust
and Death Its-suits.

NEW STRUCTURE
BY THE KENTUCKY

SCHOOL

S.

SCISSORS WE.VPON

10 CENTS PER WEEK
DITHRIDGE SOLD
To the Italtimore club of the Eastern
•
League by (tairu,

BANK CLEARINGS
SHOW INCREASE

Cincinnati.
London, Oct. 27.--- Rifle shooting
Oct. 27.-- Deer
Cairo, Ill_ Oct. 27.--That the bale
from long illness and uervou
will hereafter be included in the curtuck,
of Shortstop Will Dithridge, of Cairo,
Miss Grace Friedman, aged
riculum of the elementary schools of
to
the Baltimore club of tne Feasteru
school teacher of Nita Richnion
Originates In Engine House this country. Mr. Birrell, the pre's:- Mexicans
And Negroes Roast- thrust
a pair of scissors into her Whi e Crutchfield Slept On leagueels something more that. superdent of the board of education, made
heated atmosphere, was attested yes- Last Year Suffered Depression
From Unknown Cause.
throat at -tins (hoodSamaritan hospithe announcement in the house of
ed Alive In Home.
terday when a draft for $200 for the
A Pile of Coal.
tal, teariug a jagged wound in her
commons today that under certain
From quarantine.
ielease of the player was received by
windpipe, which resulted
in
restrictions children would be taught
her
Manager
G. P. Eichenberger. This
death today. Mies Friedman C-11111:•
to shoot at miniature ranges. The
Fire Department elects eVith Stub..
money will be divided among the six
to receive treatment tor Dliscovered There
41)1111Crii to
crucial teat of the education bill was Negro 'fells of Fight
by
Miss
Bryant
burn Itesistence But Conquers
Cairo men who carried on the club Big (iraiii Lite neer and Paducah sad.
anti Body With knife Wound
a nervous complaint. She stabbed
reached today when the measure
and Taken In charge by Pofrom July e to the close of the seathe Flame..
(Deo. C
patty Increase
I• Fonnti•
herself last week
The wound did
came before the house of lords for
lio.. Todey.
son, as will also all money received
Features.
dot heal. It made her condition
detailed debate. The main issue cenfront the sale of the other players.
worse and pnotamoula developed she
ters on the clauses relating to reliThere is a strong probability
could
that
not
endttre
the
strain
and tin
gious Instruction. The general belief
LOSS WILL BE ABOUT 413
four .more players besides DIthridge
'CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FIRE. end came this afternoon.
,000 is that
RIG BELONGS
TO
the coutroversy will ultimateTERRELL will be drafted before
January 17'. BRADSTREET MAKES ESTIMATE.
ly end in a compromise. The debate
1907, when
the drafting edition
Is expected to last three weeks.
closes for all classes.
Fire broke out again tine mornKansas City, Moe Oct. 27.--Flre
When
a
member
of Janiea Steing at 11 o'clock in the plant of the
Bank cleariugs
which destroyed a two-story trains'
esiesesek:
ele's family, residing at Eighth and
Paducah Veneer and Lumber compaSillily is eEk biaS )ear
tenement occupied by negroes and
it is.172
Bachman
streets, went out to secure
ny in Mechanicsburg, and for the secIncrease
Mexicans, todas caused seven deaths
I 0.31140
a
bucket
of
coal
this
morning
she
ond time In the last few weeks, wind
One body was recovered. The police
was
startled
to
find
a
calmly
negro
say there at least six bodies in the
saved a great property loss. The PaThe increiese in clearings; this week
enjoying a sleep. He was lodged
ruins.
ducah Veneer and Lumber company
over the same week last year Is not
BOARD
NEEDED
IS
legh
IN
ROWLAN
OF
on
DTOWN.
a
PUBLIC WORKS HAS significant. While
pile of coal and alriough
Vincenta Serowe, a Mexican la- Commer
is the last mill to Mechanicsburg on
more business na
cial Club To Have Its his ponition Wa.
CONTROL OF MARKET HOUSE. doubte'tiI
SAYS SUPERINTENDENT.
austhing but comborer, was burned to death arid two
Mill street and the strong north
is being done now, business
fortable, did not nem to be affected
other Mexicansuere trelleved to be
at this time last year was reboundHome On North Fifth.
wind kept the flamers and sparks in
by his hard bed.
dead, in the fire 'which &stressed the
ing sharply from the quarantine dethe oppoalte direction to the other
James Collins, chief of poll. e, intenement building today. Tuts-Aymills.
Enough Children Not Attending to
structed Patrolmen Clark and Fer- Frame structure in Building Ile Not
eight Milgrim* aud Mexicans occupies!
The lass will be between $5,000
The only event of the week in the
Fill a Buildhei of Ordinary
.1ffeiled by the Fire Limit
the structure
Murder is supposed Palmer Hotel ('ompan) W Ill Build guson to investigate and they found
end $7,000, covered
Wittiness world is the aunotincement
by insurance.
Shoe.
Ordinance
.
Oli South Side of the Theater
the negro to Ise Leros Crutchfield, of
to have preceded the tire. SeroThe !Ire started in the engine house
that the N.. C. & St
L. railroad
Eaten:tie.
Paris. Tenn. At the station he was
we's body shows what. appear, to be
on the north side of the dry kiln and
would build a large‘grain elevator
Identified
as
cuts,
one
knife
who
his heart being exposed.
took a horse
Also the announcement of the Inthe wind carried the flames to the
and buggy from the Terrell elables
Superintendent C. M. Lie!). of the A negro informed the police of a
dry kiln, which was completely deAfter wItItholding his decision for crease of capital stock of the Padu
last night, and the horse and vehicall Saddlery company from $2.5,stroyed. That the dry kiln burned city schools, will urge that the school Mexican fight during the night.
several days. Police Judge
TO BE Fl\iIkJ IJY JANUAR
E. H 000 to
RV
Y cle were located a short
distance Puryear decided
res quickly was due to the fact that board take immediate action in start$37.5.00. There seems to be
the
case
against
Arfront Crutchfield's lodging place,
Three Mere Itedice.
the engine in the engine house could ing the work on the Rowlandtowe
thur Jones charged with a breach of no decrease iu the movements of
where
the
rig
Kaasas
had
evidently
City, Kan.. Oct. 21.-Three
%bola-tale goods out of the city.
been ordinance, in favor
He has been working for
not be readied to stop the tuacainery school.
of Jones.
:eft when the tiegiii got eltep.
this school for teo sears and
In the drs kiln.
de- more bodies were recovered toda/
The' Paducah Traetton company
la
Jones applied to the board ot
for • structure to adorn the
James Thompson, of the livery public
clared many pupils remained nut on from the ruins of the Chamber of secant space
A peetelar system of
work., controlling the market has received a franchise to build
the
on
south
side
th
of
e
mechanism account of the great
company, appeared mid demanded of
distance they Commerce building fire. This make; entrance to the 'Kentuck
I n the dry kiln spread the Eames in
house,for a bench on the market. He within a year, a new lIns through a
y theater, it the tie
vo why he took tho boric. wise
nearest nine bodies recovered. not Including is said, are moving cotupietio
the briefest time all over the build- have to go to reach the
permitted
to erect a wooden part of the city heretofore not served.
n, and The negro declared
a heart and a detached foot which
school.
he could net tell. easing about
ing. The hot air to dry the veneeithis fall a bulbling ell be erected
it. Fire Chief Wood The cumpletioa of this line will lahave
been
When
found.
arrested he 'seemed to still be
"We are crowded in the schools as
lag es piped into the but:ding at one
for the acrommodation of the Paduswore out a warrant against Jones crease the efficiency of the whole sys•
dazed as if suffering from a prolongend-and is there turned loose. To we have never been before," Supt.
cah Commercial club, by the Palmer
for erecting a
wooden structure tem.
ed "coke" Jag.
Oldest( Gym ones.
distribute it equally over the build- Lieb stated. "During the last week
Hotel coinpairs.
within the fire limits. Judge Puryear
Sr.
No warrant wil be sworn out
Mrs. Louisa Smith, the oldest gyping. there ib a large fan which forces I hese had many pupils entered. This
The lease of tht. Commercial club
held that, notwithstanding the city
Resebareets Report.
is unusual for this time of the year. sy In America. died in a camp near
against him for horse 'Lean/lg.
the hot air through pastsages runon ite building on South Fourth
ordinance, the board of public works
New York, Oct. 27.---Bradstreets
and few are stopping.
Leroy had beet employed at the
In Row- lereeliold. N. J. She was 101 years, street,
ning through the building. When
has full and complete control of the weekly trade and business report folexpires with this month and
land town there are enough children two months and twe:ye days old.
Terrell stables until discharged yesLb. fire started the tan distributed
market house aud did not err in giv- lows:
the otgenizatioa 111114 seek new
not attending to 1111 a building'
morning
terday
the gamer into every part of Oat,
ing the Ulan pertuiselon to enclose
Trade is tinprecedently active for
quarter.. Temporarily the club will
baldingIre, short time.
the season. Retail trade has broadthe le nth
be located in the traction company's
Hard on Ice Men.
ened out with consequent increase- of
High • ,Isre
imildine on Broadway. bilt the offiti
cin the hose by the
Toledo, 0., Oct, 27. --The circuit
record demand from
engine
cers expect to get in the isests buildow company No. 4. caused
Jobber, and
Repriese
Is Granted.
court today handed down a decision
there Is rather more doing oa spring
It to break and stop the flow of waing on Fifth stheet by January.
V4
aaki
on. Oct. 27.--President
in which it sustained Judge Kinkmutant. Reports from the ieediag
ter for several izilzettese bet - tee
The ortiotios eta building et-tint
y granted a reprieve
ade in sentencing the itseimen
to OF PAIW(All
Industries are of unabated activity
break occurred after the fire
t141M31Eltel ILLY point will greatly improve the apuntil December le, ei Arthur Adams
was jail.
The men were arrested and
[Hein' HE HAS OBSERVED.
in control. Company No. 2 'arrived
pearance of that Nock. The hotel T. J. MOORE DI APPOINTED BY aud Robert Sawyers, negroee under Higher premiunis are beiltg paid for
tried on a charge that ihs'y
had
the little spot iron that can be ohi
COUNTY JUDGE.
at the fire but had no bode. Compacompany tore awes' the frame cotsentence to Lye hanged In North Caroformed a Bast and violated tbe Valtinned: rails are more active add in,
res` No 2, was called to the MCKIn- entine anti-trust
tage beside the thiNeter: and it has
lina
Novembee
1,
oa
the
charge of ports
law by combining to
of feeeloo pig Mee arwiser•
tile mill again this morning, to put raise
been the purpose at some future
murdering oMcers of the ship Derthe rrtes of ice In this city.
Stateuient of W. L. Crandall! Wbstee time
leg.
out a fire in the weeds, which leanto extend the hotel back on
win en the high seas.
Will
Pvtieceute Sportsmen, Who
.
The price situation is one of excepBusiness it Is to Obaerse
ed from sparks from the silialdering
Fifth street, running over the theaShoot Game I nix,fully unit
tional strength. Grain prices are
Things.
ter entrance. For this reason no persawdust heaps. All its hose was iti
Ile letid is I
very steady. While cotton has eased
use there when the alarm came for
manent plane have beeu made for
on • larger movement and ratesthe second tire. Company No. 4 arbulading et that point.
bearish ginning reports, other Its
rived in a short time and later emStockholders of the hotel compaW. L. Crandall, of the editorial
are strong at about the highest les t • ptily No. 1 (eons central station.
ny, however, have been talking of
T J. nouns this morning was apof_i_he year. Refined copper has ad flit. R. P. staff of "Municipal Engineering." a putting tip an ornament
It was a nasty and stubborn fire
al, but tem- pointed game warden
by
County' PROVE UNDO!NG OF SCIRMAL sauced to 22 14 points but little nee
RIVEVEL, OP PHILADELPHIA. publication of Indianapolis, Ind., has
to fight and Chief Wood believes
porary
office
building
on
the
!south
Judge R. T. Lightfoot and will go
BOYS IN Y.IRDS.
been in the city two days looking
business is doing owing to the scar
side next to the alley, and the need, after hunters who
teat tile wind prevented one of the
over the city with the view of writcity
are said to be
of the supplies. In cotton
of the Comttiert'ial club and this shooting quail out
most disastrous fires in the history
of season.
ing an article on the city and Its
goods, the feeling is one of steade
The
p:sn
have worked out together. The oMce pays in fees for
of the city. The woods near the mill Charges That
Hopeless Theory of prospects.
ileum. Print cloths are 1,;c higher,
convictioa Of
Mr. Crandall is wellcaught on fire but did not burn to
only thing that has deferred the sportsmen who are arrested.
.11re Captured by Policenian Tolbert and quotations for
Heredity Dose More Harm Theo
known to Mayor Yeiser and Auditor
many makes of
work has been the pressing necessiany extent. The fire got a strong
and Giyen a Thorough Scare
Any Other Factor.
%leached goods, brown cottons musKirkland
through correspondence,
hold in the stacks of veneering In
ty of hurrying the hotel ImproveOfficial.
Ity
lins and siniliar fabrics bare hardenGEORGE It. KNOX DEAD.
but this is his first tette to the city.
ments.
the dry kiln and it required a hard
ed. Wool has seen the most active
Mr. Crandall is on a tour of 50
Weh the Palmer House improved
Ilieht to suppress it there.
dealing, and higher prices have been
of the principal cities in the United
He War the (Meet Gteteral Freight
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 27.-Dr. It.
the stone customhouse, the new
The break In the hose at the engenerally accepted.
States at the end of which be will
.lagent. in Point of Sery he%
A large sack of institute lying beElks building, and the Commercial
gine partly was due to the vibration P. Ravenel assistant doctor of the write
Wheat, Including flour exports for
practical hands series of
side a half loaded freight cat in the
club building. and the
of the hose on the gravel which Henrs Phipps institute, for the study
Fraternity
the week were 5.189,000 bushels
books on municipal problems in this
Nashville, Tenn. Oct. 27.-George Illinois Central shoe
yards
proved
of
too
tuberculo
sis,
building
wore the hose thin.
at
Philadelphia. country.
showing In the green come
against 4.267.0rea bushels this week a
R. Knox, general fret ‘t agent of the tempting to two boys on their
way to year ago. For
between the custom house and the
statements
There was no fire in the engine made sotne interesting
the past 17 weeks of
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis school. When they seized
He was enthusiastic over the fuupon
it the fiscal year 58,171.0
Elks' Home. Fifth street
house as the furnace was in anoth- yesterday in an address on "Heredity. ture of Paducah
between railroad, died here yesterday after
0 bushel's
a city. "This city
as
and
filled
two
large
flour sacks full
Broadway and Jefferson street is to an extended illness
er part of the plant.and the origin Portals of Entry of Infection and strikes our
Mr. Knox was of its contents," they were promptly against. 26.912.000 bushels in Ma.
as having the best comImmunity In Tuberculosis." Dr. Ravof the fire is unknown.
Corn exports for the week 1.1111,62 years old, and it is said was the captured by the ever watchful specmercial prospects of any city of Its be attractive to the eye.
enel said it was reasonable to expect
NA bushels alleluia 708,000 bushels
oldest general freight agent in point ial policeman. Dick Tolbert.
have visited." he said, caresize!
This
that
in
near
future
persons
the
would
. HEARST CANDIDATE 15 OUSTED.
of service in the United States, lie proved the beginning of a complica• a year ago; for the fiscal year to date
HEARST CANDIDATES.
be vaccinated to make them Immune fnily weighing his words.
13,317.000 gushels against 17,77.
entered the service of the Nashville. tion in whit.h several
attorneys. the ')00 bushels in 1905.
\A‘niner for Governor Rentoved from from tuberculosis.
Chattano
Louis
oga
&
St.
railroad
In
Ruled
114.41.60111
Off
by
Jtivenile
of
Judge
New
and
school officials,
York
NEW SsIND CeeelP.INV.
He said that nothing had done
Office at San Francisco.
1865), and became general
freight with the boys and special policeman
Court,
more harm in the effort to prevent
WIFE DYING AS VILLAIN PLOTS.
agent in 1876.
were the principals.
tuberculosis than the belief by many Capt. Waggoner and Charles RobertFlaa .Francisco. Oct. 27.-District
The
'pesetal
New
officer
York.
has
to
Oct.
keep
27.--Wlil
a
that it is in the fatuity and there is
le
the
Promoters
son
..
AchimAttorney William 11. Langdon, Hearst
tied From Saw to lb.gubernatorial candidates of
The downtown ()Mee of the railroad vigilant watch during
the %ours
no use to tight against It. The speak-,
both
League candidate for governor, was
OW Where Spouse Bstdres.
when
mars
go
to
parties
and
closed
draped
is
from
today
mournwere
in
aud
school.
campaiening upstate
er stated that 90 per cent, or all perreduce' is to have a new sand
removed from office by Acting Mayor
He desired to frighten the boys if
sons upon whom postmortem exami and gravel conipany with an equip- today there was no dearth of polite ing.,
Gallagher today, his action being
Raeme, Ills.. Oct. 27.- While
erosecution in The juvenile. court was
eations have been made have 'sears ment valued at $14,000. Charles L. "al interest In this city is-here the
sustained- by the board.. of-aupervisJerold Havener, the villain in the
on their lungs where, tuberculosis Robertson, the street contractor,and meet decision practleally wiped out C. G. GATES KILIS A GRIZZLY.. Impossible.
ern. Langdon is charged by the-actThe boys were badly frightened me:rad-roma which is being played at
had been healed.
Capt. Frank Waggoner, owner
of the local, congressional. stenatori
ing mayor with neglecting tbe duties
when
an official telephoned attorneys a theater in this city. Was Plotting
and
amenably
tiekets of the Indepen- Big Bear Worsted in Fight After It
the ill-fated Charleston, are the proof hi-a-office in campaigning for the
engaged
and
In an animated cleaver- the death of the hero during the PerSlays Four Doge.
moters. Capt. _Waggoner returned dence 'Aimee. Reversing the ruling
CORTELYOU
governorship.
Abraham .Ruef. the
cation with them. They promised to formance last enight, word
was
of the board of elections the appelmorning
Greenvill
from
this
Miss.,
e,
power behind the throne in adminiskeep out of the railroad yards and to brought to bitu of a real tragiedf in
late
division
supreme
the
of
court
Denver, Oct.' 27.-Charles G Gates "never
tration circles and known as the mu- Will Resign From the National after buying a sea-going tug and
his own family. Iles wife was dying
do it again."
four deck barges 120 by to feet In declared that the ninny nominating has killed te grizzly bear. acciTrdIng to
nicipal boss, was appointed Lang•
In the hospital here,
Havener left
Chairmanship.
eetitions
filed by the league to have a telegram 'from Maher. Col. The bear
holds. The
don's successor.
the stage in the midst of his 'Ines
Washington. Oct. 27.-Postmaster dimensions with five port
RE.IDJUSTMENT 01- EUItOrle.
-1
equipment is enrolee here now. The been improperly made in that they weigh' about 1,70.0 pounde, and oldand
hurried to the ?hospital. arriving
General Cortelyou will retire from
were intended to nominate candi- time hunters asseft that it Is as
big
JUR( in time to see his wife before
RAID ON CUSTOM HOUSE.
the chairmanship of the Republican gentlemen will have a 10-Inch sand
England,
Francs.
and
Italy
to
dates
Be
Alwho
were
in
run
in
overlappi
as
ng
grizzlies grow. Four dogs were
the p,ecshe died.
national committee before he be- and gravel pump and will be
lied in Future.
or extended districts. While today's killed and one so badly wounded
This is the fifth time death has
Rey olutioniste KW Ten and Get 3$0,- cernes secretary of the treasury in ond sand and gravel empany here. •
-decision directly effects the local that he had to be shot. The battle
broken into Havener's fatuity in the
000 Roublee.
eiccoesion to Shaw. This statement
London.
Oct.
27.-Eurupe will be last year.
ticket only, some concern was ex- took place in the foothills near CathA year ago the actore
was made today on excellent author- HUY BAD MEAT IN ARGENTINA
pressed tonight regarding its possi- edral Peak. The bear was killed readjusted to a new allignment of father died.
Then his niother folMt. Petersburg. Oct. 27.-- in a ity. Harry S. New. vice chairman of
ble effects up state in places.
jointly by Gates and his brother-in- powers and will be affected material- lowed. A few weeks ego his brothebold raid on the custom house to- the Republican committee will. It is Britons Find Most of Seized Produet
ly by changing the balance of power,
law, Melville Martin,
expired suddenly, and only a short
day, in which they
employed
a expected, assume the duties of chairwhich was greatly affected by the
Caine From South America.
lime ago his 5-year-old son was killFREES CONVItT
IfUSK CORN.
bomb tp assist in wrecking
the man when Cortelyou retires.
paralyses of ,Itiewla as A result of the
ed by a street car in Philadelphia
LESE MAJESTY IN MILWAUKEE.
place, Revolutionists made away
Russo-Ja
panese
war. In the future Havener's
London. Oct. 27.- Replying to a Far
home. Of the family there
Farm Hands So Scarce In Nebraska
with 305,000 roubles. A. bomb was
England. France ante Italy will be survive
Roosevelt's Birthday Party.
question in the house of commons
only Havener and one little
"Hurrah for ROW.** Grates on the' bound together
That Felon% Are Paroled.
thrown at the cashier. He escaped
in an offensive al- child
Washington. Oct. 27.-President today. President of the Local GovEase of Mayor Becker.
but in the confusion the robbers got
liance, and in the making over of EuRoosevelt's birthday
was properly ernment Board John Burne said that
Lincoln. Neb., Oct. 27.-1-So strong
away with the money. Ten persons
rope in the political sense. necessitatobserved today by a visit from the of 41S tons of meat seized and con- has become the demand
NOTABLE FEAT IN WIRELESs
for corn
were mortally wounded by the explo- Hungaria
Milwaukee. Oct. 27.-Mayor Rock- ed, Germany is expected to view this
n Republiean elub of New demned at the Smithfield meat mar- huskers in Nebraska
that petitions er thinks be has a cage of lese majes- move unfavorably. But as the alion.
York. Short speeches were made be ket, !sonde., between July 19 and are beginning to reach
Gov. Mickey ty on his hands. The other evening liance is intended as a peace gueran- Naval Station in Touch With Steamer
the president of the club and Presi- September 1:1, 24 tons came from the for the parole
seeem Nee York'to Honduras.
of convicts that they when the mayor and Mrs. Becker t) it is hardly believed the kaiser
ARMS RETAKEN BY WORKMEN dent Roo•evelt.
United. State and about 232 tons may help with the harvest.
Favor- were getting Into their auto at
will remain inactive.
a
from Argentina. Mr. Burns said he able action was taken today on one
Washington, Oct. 27.-A remarktheater the mayor says some one in
soden Gendarmes Who Seized Ship.
hoped the government's proposed such application.
able. achievement in wireless teleRollin Rivers. a the crowd
shouted
"Hurrah
for
went Put to Rout.
legislation would prevent the posni- negro sentenced to three years for
graphy Is reported to the nary deRow." following it with a volleY of
Witty of the recurrence of such
n burglary,was paroled to a farmer for oaths directed at
partment from the Pensacola station.
him. Ile called the
Tashkent. Asiatic, Ittesia, Oct. 27
state of' affairs as the question re- whom he once worked. Gov. Mickey policema
WEATHER-- Partly cloudy toThat plant has been able to keep In
It Is the daily average circun on duty to find the offend-A detachment of gendarmes, who
vealed.
night and Sunday. Deridedly
said there would be no wholesale er, but he failed to locate
constant communication
with
the
lation of a newspaper that the
hint. Now
estertlay seized a shipment of 238
colder tonight. High elude. The
paroling.
steanier Preston from the tints' that
the mayor han,asked Chief Jaussen
shrewd
advertise
Inveatiga
r
testrevolvers and 16,000 cartridge* deshighest temperature
vessel left New York until It arrived
readied
to see that himself and family are
Infant Diem.
"High Water" days don't rount.
tined for the revolutionists, were layesterday WAN 77 and the lee- !at Honduras. Thestation also reI The three-months-old eon of W.
hereafter protected from insult.
Bacon for France.
'
The
daily
filon's
average
last
ter attacked and defeated
by
an
ceived messages from tilt
eat today was 53.
, Preston
C user, of Sharpe. Marshall come
Robert Bacon, assistant secretary
mouth was 3080.
party of workmen. who ear
!while that ship was entering New
,ty, died today of stomach trouble Wrstate, Is slated for the
If
we
could only see ourselves as
Polifttoe of
off the greater part of the reYork harbor, where she was unand will be buried tomOrrow sit. ,Ianslmasssktr La France, according to ethers see
us-but we eau% satberc's
doubtedly bathed in electric wawa
beit
*4ellelPrelPrefie hi WglMnroIr'
eseesAisse
filin;41-11621
from other stations sad
••
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SCHOOLS

JONES WINS

GAME WARDEN

PEANUTS

0

aft ar.• /
ar--Te'''Tevar!'"a

PAGL TWU

TIM PADUCAH rXENING SUN

sATt

OCTOBER
a

NOWT TAKEN
BY PLAINTIFF
Dick Fowler Wins Damage
Suits In Illinois.

Psw—

IPHEATKICAL POTES

NwvkwommwmAimmtliwwwww4

Do Physics —I—
Make You Weak?

. Moat physics do. Salts, t iiatUf Oil, and nearly
:all the patent tablets and pills sold as cathartics
*and laxatives have a dangerous effect upon the
digestive organs. In time, strength is regained
but not before great danger is done to the tissues
the bowels and intestinee

r

THE KENTUSIKI.
Viola Allen is the current attraction
Del'ew-Iturdette Co. with a magnificent revival of "CYniIn "Her Own Way." benne." in which she plays intogeu
Fritity—sy it ta Lyndon
in a manner characteristic of this ate
tress- that is to say, with technical
heed by taidoe ed Patteesigres. Who Sattardas %laterite and Night
"Pit, Pat, Pouf." precision and force and
human
Left Havall••• They Were Sepawarmth. Miss Allen has a
thorrated Front W•hitee..
is not like any other ',tome you in 14.i.C, hcusc
Only two shows are booked at The oughly competent eupporting cast
instead of weakening the intestinal muscles, it gives
Kentucky next week, but both are and nothing has been neglected ia
teithemhr functistrength
ons.s
sufficient to voluntarily perfor m
meritorious
attracti011e
thougle the way of perfecting the mlise-enALLEG.ATIONS NOT SUSTAINED widely different. Friday night Syl- scene.
Dr. Caldwell', Syrup Pepsin, unlike other
via Lyndon, a sterling actress appears
Pa
remedies often taken for stomach disorders, does
the
leeltimate.
presenting
Nine. (1111:bert and Mr. Chevalier
a
not create a habit which makes it necessary for
"Her OWII Way." a drama full of ac- are. doubtless aware by this time that
Cairo, Ill., Oct. 27. -The circuit tion, and telling a story of a woman's the United States embraces a very
the patient to continue its use. Physics that
court took up yesteiday the eases of foibles and emotions, affording the arge area, and that they themselves
leave tou weak, that cause you to perspire, and
the Regretter who evil the owners of star ample room to display her tal- are uncommonly busy just now under
to feel nervous invariably do great harm.
the steanter Dick Fowler for damag- ents.
the American mode of globe trotting.
You never experience any such unpleasant and
es, alleging that they had been forcOn aliondav afternoon of the present
dangerous sensations from taking Dr. Caldu ell's
On Satuiday, matinee and night. week the Guilbert-Chevalier conibittaed to leate the boat when they ini$yrup Pepsin. It is a pleasantly palatable remskirted on gOlug into the main cabin, the big extravaganza. "Piff. Pat, tion played in Oalvelton, and
the
edy which never causes griping arid in all cases
Pouf."
is
which
known
here
repuby
same
evening
they appeared in Houson their return trip from Metroptu:ui
of constipation, indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on
tation
with
and
music
the
which
of
ton. The remainder of their route,
to Cairo. There are six of these cases
stomach,
and all other disorders arising from such
Paducahans
many
This
are familiar.
up to and including November 6,
in each of which :be damage is
ailments it quickly and permanently cures.
Placed at $2.0ule The plaintiffs ere spectacular musical piece rah In New takes in San Antonio. AusCu, Fort
All .lruggists sell Dr. Caldwas Syrup Pepsin at 5oc and gi.00 a bottle.
represented bY Ptsducah lawyers Tay- York a whole season. It Is atsPaiell:- Worth, Dallas Shreveport. OklahoIy
worth
seeing,
music,
while
the
Manus back if it doesn't benefit you.
Kansas
City,
ma
Clinton
City
and
lor & Luca,. and another named
gester. a negro. The defendaate tee chorus and specialties are intone the Des Moines. Ia., Minneapolis. Winnipeg. Duluth and Omaha. The tour
represented_ by attorney Leek of thia best on the road.
Is being managed with extraordinary
tety, assisted by Cu:. E. W. Bagby.of
"Her Owe Way."
energy by the Mews. Llebler, who
Paducah.
Says the Whet:rig Register: There have no less than four agents travelA jury we- obtained and thIS.evtwas a typical Fitch play on at the ing In advance of the foreign Mar dance al: v.:teen...4 before 5 p. ate
Attorney Leek is. ved that the jure Court :mg et advt.% tiliP of those kinds with the result that the•r
clevere•t vein of that hate been enormous from
be lustructed to bring in a verdiet written in the
prolific playwright, abounding with
-for the tiefendaut. The jury was etCol
humorous sit uatious and sparkling
There will be but four more weet
Out of the coa-t ousel while the netwith the brightest lines. The piece of the exceptionally suecessful rti
t!on was argued. Attorney
Lattk was "Her Own Way."
which was built at the Belasen
theater of
MImade the point that the plaintiff 414
for Maxine Elliot and used success- Blanche Bates in "The Girl of ti,
Modern
Highest Grade
not sustain the allegations. Whi:e It
fully by her for two seismic, Ithas Golden West." At the end of th,.
was charged in the complaint that
Sylvia Lynden has taken tip where time Miss Bates must take up b.
the negroei were forced to leave tar her predecessor
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
left off and le making contracts to appear in the
boat, aahough they had bought trans good In the role of
Georgina Carley. cities in order that Mr.
EXCLUSIVELY 'FOR PATRONS
portaeon to Cairo. the evidenue was who would have
"her own way" from newest drama, "The Rose of the itaL.
Every few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
that the were given the option of start to finish, irrespective
of -da- cho," may be brought to town 1
occupying the quarters plovided for tives and pressing suitors. She is
Wharves and through Business District.
the winter. If the manager hail a,.
negro passengers. Init teat airy re- graceful and acts In ac earntet a
id other New York theater where I)
_
fused to do so and voluntarily woe painstaking way; te-fact, aft,: each could produce the
new Piece ML
EUROPEAN PLAN
the alternative end len the boa., act there was a certain ea.,. Ilias Bates would probably
be it• •. :
pro per day
.P.
walking some &mance to reach a Lizzie Ulmer. as the :Aden-elle • who the' Belasco, for there has b,
ral:road station.
courted society
was exeeptiocalle minution in the large recc
GEORGE DVGHSGRIERER
It appeared from the et tdence the. good. Miss Josephine Fo..
is thd Ing Into. the box office of
rfortei,r
the defendants had isoistie 'mind hair-dresser read her 'Ines wel: aed house.
FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT
trip tickets from (*al
tletropol.s scored emphaticall: In the ride. The
and return, to atte..,1 a
ouch maet• Play is staged like all at the EitAt
In spite of the rude comments of Mew
ing of some kind, that the tickets productions in that prone: and cot- New York newspapers upon Mr. Gilsold them called for peerage in tne red manly.- that makes .t atttactive lette's play, "Clarice," the public has
negro cabin aut.% that they were told and enjoyable. Mr. Jules Murray taken kindly to the melody drama..
when they bought the tickets teat has the piece under his guidance slid
lining the Garrick Theater at
they would have 1* °edgily tials cat,- t his seasoe
•
ester) perfortnance.
in; that they did occupy this eabes
The numbers for the mane.- Celt is
when they went le Metropolis; bet
Nat C. Goodwin's audiences' at the
that they refused to go there on Cat., to be given away by the DePew-litir- Bijou theater test the capacity of the
return trip, insisting ageu going In (tette Stock company at The Ken- auditorium at every
repelltien .of
tneky theatet• tonight are ;n treat
the main cabin of the beat.
"The Genius," which Is one Of the
Attorney Leek conterrdrd that one mend. The, ire over !tate() num- solidest successes linked with the
4( the main allegation.'made by the bers out now and someone will he name of this dIstinguiehed actor In
plaintiffs as a ground .for damages, made happy immediate,y after the many years
'
that they were forced to leave the performanca aen:ght. Yee d:oilbeite
1.
numbers
will
he
brought
Ino
on
stage.
boat, eaa not eustained hy the evi"Ms Lady's Maid." which has not
there will he srmeone selectel I-om been completely successful,
dence.
is to be
the
audience,
by the audience who withdraen from the Casino stage
Mr. Leek's argument was not
a
bioken down by the attorneys for will draw one number from the box, seek hence', giving way to the trollethe plaintiff and
when the latter that number will be call.el three r/dine James T PoW-eri in an English
times. then If the number is not re-. piece called "The
Blue MOOD.found that the court was prepared to
mpooded to It will be deitroved ,ind
instruct the jury as asked for in the
another one draws and so on until
Maude Adauts will day in
motion, they took a nansuit. One of
In Nett
the corrosponding number is held by
the other five cases will come up In
York at the Empire theater for live
someone In the audience. Re sure
weeks around the holidays. and a:the court this morning. What the
and bring your numbers with vim
ready the seats are practically all
wit; do In there dotes has not transfor you may he the lucky one.
sold for the revival of "Peter Pan."
pired.-Anti-License Prohibition Candidate
Miss Adams has broken all kinds of
for Congress..
B. V. Whitney's "PHI, Pair. Pout." records thus far
on
her
tour.
"Peter
True and tried friends of the family
11'hen this decidedly poptilar musi- Pan,"
by the way. Is to have 3 lAni—DeWitt's Little Early Rivers. Best cal production Is seen at The Kendon revival early in December for the
The way to kill an
for results and best to take. De- tucky next Saturday
matinee and Christmas season,
Sari) Is Is sheet It to
pendable little pills. They do not night, the theater-going public of this
with your vote.
Meath
gripe or sickoa. Sold by Lang. Bros city will have an opportnnity of wit"Cape Cod Folks" with its thrillness:rig what last season primed the
ing and realistic shipwreck scene and
biggest musical hit of the entire Its tnultitude
The way to perpetuof laugh arousing epiMobscribe for The Son.
ate an stilts to reguyear. "Pit, Pat. Pouf" is rightly sodes,
has bet one more week to rerestrict and prolate.
noised among the few really brilliant
main at the Academy of
Music.
ton tt with your vote.
successes In the field of light operweere It was booked as a stopgap
atic entertainment. No musical pro-1
and must vacate to permit the InductIon
has
attained
such
inortantanStesdod rem* fee Meet,
coming of ,the eueceeding offering
IF YOU WANT late TRAFFIC DEsTROYIlb
ilesowire sal lemaistp
e0ha PoPtilarlty, or one so great a The New England drama could rout
I WANT YoUR VOTE.
IN 4/1 NORM Co.. II*
measure of critical approbation as
indefinitely to very large au
au,]on
•-• and Naas,freebies.
was nnanimouele accorded this deences If permitted to remain.
lightfully clever mixture of mirth
and melody. The hook, lyrics. and
To Drive Out Malaria
It is said in authoritative quill:,
by Stanislas
and Build Up the System music :vele, written
that Montgomery and Stone in "Ti.
Stange. Wm. Jerome and
Jean Red
Mill" at the Knickerbocker theaTake the Old Standard GROVIII'S
Schwartz; the latter two_beIng the
ter have yet to play' to lees than $2.TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. Yoe most successful composers
and song
know wEIT you are taking. The for- writers of the period. These gentle- 000 upon any single night of their
mula Is plainly' printed on every bot- men have probably written more suc- engagement.
tle, showing It is simply quinine and cessful tongs than any other auForbes Robertson and Gertrude, El!ton in a ta.steleas form. The quinine thors, and in this production there is
liott, with their entire English cone
drives out the malaria and the iron an endless chain of mirthful melody.
pany._will be the next attraction at
builds up the system Sold by all comprising over tweaty-two tong the New Anaterdani'The
ater procluc:hits. Among the most prominent
dithers for 27 years Prism 60 oents.
may he mentioned the following: log George Bernard Shaw'. "Caesar
-I'm the Most flat Never Walked." and Cleopatra."
122.124 N. Fourth St..
"Under-tire Goo Goo Tree," "Love
Phonoa 787
Henry Miller and alargatret Ang'in
Love. Love," "The Melancholy Snnbeam and the Rose ""I'm so Happy." have fully demon-trated what can be
"Dolly Dimples," "Cordelit Malone.' accomplished by real acting in a real
For...tears the Prirteess theater
''My Unklmed Man." "Dear Old Man- play
C.
hattan Isle" and a score of others. has been generally regarded air
a
distinctly tough proposition from a
C-30-v-z"IS
business viewpoint. Yet since the
milaistirienverreiri
The ettut• MEISPet: tot nerpr,'hS prostration 441 sit di•eases et711•21.141
production of "The,Great Divide"
the 7.nerstiv
Puha DI siket sex, snia as Nervous Prostration, Forting ot
Lost Manlius.
standing room at this house has been
impoteacy, Nightly tmi•sike•. Youthful Rorer& itsatal V. orry.
0204W111•41 uss
et Tobsesse er °plum. which lead treenstnaptioa sod
at a premium.
Imams. With eve,
tr. egttruTirestztutit o sa7:11.4tufhlteihstriv.
,
tohlot
.
.
h 11...00
...In.ho
‘I.VEV & 1,1ST AND
Chauncey Olcott Is here for tsa SOLD
G. C c. KOLB, l'.1DU(AH.
New York, Oct. ?7.---Mani Ber- weeks only, playing at the New York
nard, In "The Rich
Mr
lloggen- theater in "Eileen Asthore," the newhemmer." at Wallack'e theater, Is the est of the Olcott dramas of Ireland.
sensational hit of the week. The
Hattie Williams is in her fourth
book, by •Harry B. Smith. Is so very
clever and so bristles With laughter month at the Criterion theater In
that It might he played with success "The Little Cherub " and in Spite of
even without the tuneful and other- the supelabundance of musical atwise capital score composed by Lud- tractions all over the city she keeps
wig Englander. As may be supposed. right on packing the house every
"The Rich Mr. Hoggenheimer" is a night,
continuation of the career of the central figure In "The Obi from Kays,"
MN, Austin's Pancakes, really sowith which Mr. 13ernard and hls as- ;wrier to everything.
Ask grocer.
The Enders Safety Razor, soclates kept alt New Ni
d ork In mirth ful convulsions for a w le season at
distributed b Simmons Hardthe fierald Square the ter
In the
ware Co. This is 8 twelve
turn Pig 41 ter nanalural
new work Itoggenheimer comes to
thettistescialeusauseelle,
irritations or uleorailoas
bladed razor, selling for II.
Amer:ea for the ostensible purpose
of serail, wirsbreart
Penalise, sae sot nen*
of protecting a discarded stoa, but
Ask to see it.
goat or wolawaew•
with a little flirtation "on the aide."
fleld agatessessa,
McPherson's Drug Store Ex'
es soot la sista
iss grata*.
.11isive Agents.
tee. or kb,
At US NAILAEN91 AbfAtst. Wes
-r
Ttooglit

DrC1dwd1s Sgrup Pepsin

Z

Pepsin Syrup Co.

Uhe

Monticello, Ill.

LENOX HOTEL
IN
BUFFALO

TO LET

Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

r

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah

NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz
_ fans and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed conditions. :; :: :: ::

The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
•
••

BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars arc in great demand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at tkiis time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so orier now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.

•
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•

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
house wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop-.
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Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70

Goy Nance.

Lee Nance, Jr.
M. Nance, Embalmer
Whits Airobulane• for Sick and I•Oured Only.

CliUY NANCE & SON
Undertak
ers and Embalmers

New Phone 3.34.
Old Phone 699
Open Day and Night.
lakflas.

AND VITALITY

00 TO

PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches. Short orders a specialty. (live Us a
trial.
PAGE'S, 119 South Third St

..To-A/49:70N _Dtm g E
COAL CO,

Remember these facts arc not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from
us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as
your
money will buy anywhere.

v.,

• a

Rudy,Phillips CO•
2t9-223 BROADWAY

We cordially invite you to attend the greatest
Showing of Fun
,ever seen in this city, at our store on Wednesday
and Thursday,
October thirty-first and November first.
HIS display will be made by one of the largest fur manufacturers in
the country, and
contain $20,000 worth of furs, comprising
from the handsomest Seal Skin Coats to the smallest Neck Pieces. Furs
at all prices, and YOU CAN SELECT YOUR FUR AND TAKE IT HOME
WITH YOU---NO WAITING TO ORDER. This showing will truly be
an
event for the ladies of Paducah and vicinity, and we don't want a single
lady to miss this show. Whether you are buying or not we sincerely
wish you to see this Fur exhibition.
For those that wish to buy furs such an opportunity as this---a $20,000 assortment to select from, delivering your selection to you immediately—is a rare opportunity and certainly should be taken advantage of.
Remember the dates, October 31 and November 1.

T

Furs
0-

-

•Itiger girls: Mugs Mary Campbell, Jr.: Mews Margery Cram- debut... • •..ub!Ortance Thurmau,Maude Foster, Clalamps one and wet add to tles bril- B. Jennings. Lue)ette Soule. Julia baugh, Lula Reed, 1,1114e Mae Win- rnembernhip.
which includes: Mrs. ra Itchardson.Clara
Goodman, Betty
liancy of the seen,'. Mrs. Henry thibney. Mary Wheeler. 1,1mill* Harth stead. Myrtle Greer, Frances Wallace. Henry
Rudy, Misses Lillie Mae Win- Bane, Ann
Nicholson: Menem George
Rudv
• is the matron of honor and Mary Gregor). Sadie Smith, Ethel Ruth Weil, Mary Boswell, Elizabeth stead, Ethel Brooks, Frances Terrell, Holliday, Russell
Long, Wolf, Roscoe
Mies Faith Langstaff is maid of honor Sights. Ellen Boswell.
Sinnott. Nell - Holland. May Owen. Nell Holland, Marjorie Highs, Sarah
Puryear. Ed Farley. Frank Theobald,
The bridesmaids are: Miss Mary
Mime Bondurant is the daughter of Ethel Brooks
Sanders, May Owen, Blanche Hills.' Smith. I,ote Plumiee,
Dick Harris.
Belie Taylor, of Frankfort; Miss Mr. and Mrs, Joseph F. Bondurant.
Fannie Coleman, Meta Coleman.! James Davis. Clarence
Krug, Joe
Pauline Purcell, of Lexington; Miss She is a handsome and talented girl
Fire Hundred Club.
Recta Hatfield. Mary Scott, Frances, Fisher. Jack Fisher. Clarence
HousoElisabeth Sinnott and Miss Jeanette sad an accomplished musician. She
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech was hostess WallaceCorinne Winsitead.
• holder. John Farley. Marehan Cooper,
CamObell, Little Misses Hannah Cor- was graduated last summer from the of the Five Hundred club
on WedClifton Ferguson, Lonnie Vale, Curtis
Eag:e club rooms on Broadway. It is bett and Lucy Overbey are the flower Paducah High Retool and expects to nesday afternoon at
her home on
Delphic Chits.
. Seamen. Charles Rotticering, Artkur
urged tha# all members be present girls. Mr. Horace W. Shinn is the perfect her music by especial con- Fountain avenue
An
It was a charming
especially intereeting
Willett, Henry Ruoff. Kr. MKPentigor.
as it is Important that the secretary lest man and the groomsmen will be: servatory work next year.
occasion. The club prize. a hand- was that of the Delphic club out Tile.- Mr. flerunman. Jim
Luotrell. Alert
secure a complete roll of members.
Mr. Richard Rudy, Mr. Louis Rieke.
--ea-some china plague decorated with the day morning at the Carnegie Itbratn Hawkins
Jr.. Mr. Nolan Van Culin, Dr. J. Q.
Mrs. Warren's Card Party.
court of arms of Canada, was won by "The Moorish Oceloutney of Spain'Mrs. C. C. Warren gave a charming Mrs. Hal Corbett. The visitors' prize, Its Benefits" was discussed by Mrs.;
Engagement of Miss Soule and Mr. Taylor and Dr. Charles Lightfoot.
Cresesendo club.
The ushers are: Mr. Charles Aleott, card party on Friday afternoon at her a plaque in the court
Coolidge Announced.
of arms of Munroe Burnett; "The Moorish King-: An open meeting of the
Crescendo
Mrs. Leslie Soule_announces the Mr. Doteslas Nash, Mr. Arthur Y. home, on West Jefferson street, in France, was captured by Mrs. Clar- dom of Spain." by Mrs. Bertle
Camp- club was heed on Thursday afternoon
engagement of her daughter, Miss Martin and Mr. Willer, Well. The honor of her sister, Mrs. P. A. Mar- ence Sherrill. A delightful course- bell; "The Cathedral of Granada." by at the
stiffen of miss Virgin ia New _
Mildred Loving Soule. to Mr. Willie:1u ! bride wilt be given sway by her tin, of St. Paul. The house was at- luncheon was served after the. game. Mrs. Mildred Davis. Mrs. George A.
ell
on
North
Seventh street.
brother.
Mr.
esiseeb
Corbett,
of
Wickdecorated
carnapink
tractively
in
K. Coolidge, of Memphis, Tenn. Titer
The club membership this year In- Flournoy read with effect the "StirThe club is studying the Italian
liffe.
tions and ferns, and the pink and cludes: Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Fier- render of Granada."
wedding will take Place some
time In
opera this year and --Mies Nevre4November.
The citremony will be said by Rey. green color effect was carried out in tie Campbell Mrs. -Saunders Fowler,
made -a tall; on Lucia di LammerMiss Soule Is one of the most W. E. Cave. D. D. Mr. Owen the delightful course-luncheon served Mrs. Thomas Leech, Mrs. Hal Corin Farewell Honor,
motor,. folleired by selection. from
during the afternoon.
charnring of the younger society girls Tully will play the wedding music.
bett, Mrs. Robert Phillips, Mrs. MilThe Ladies' Aid and Church Inir-ittets
opera. Miss Jetta Dabney rave
The game prize was won by Mr& ton Cope. Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, Mrs. nettling societies
and wee niarry before she makes her
Among the °tit-of-town guests who
of the First Chris-'
meter
presented
to
the Armour Gardner, Mrs. Ben Weille, tian church held an "open meeting a sketch of the life of Donizetti. Two
and
debut. Pretty. winsome, Inn-kleelle Will be present for the wedding are: C.
" plano numbers'wereplayed by Miss
gifted tied with the many fine traits -Mee Emily Marshal:, of Missoula, guest or honor. The consolation Mrs. L. A..Washington, Mrs. John on MondaY atterneon at the home of
Mary Bondurant.
Events in the =of splendid womenhood dominant is Mont., an aunt of the bride and prize went to Mrs. William Marble.
Keller. Mrs. A. R. Meyers, Mrs. Henry Mrs. James Buckner, on Jefferson ,
sical world of toda) were informally
Mrs. Warren's guests were: Mrs. Bradley, Mrs. John S. etteecker. Mrs street. It Was a pleasant social
her character, she has endeared her- Wife of the late Judge Charles Marocca-'divussed.
self to a host of friends not limited shall, formerly of Paducah; Mess An- C. H. Sherrill, Mrs. Bertie Campbell. Ell Boone, Mrs. Robert Reeves. Miss sion In farewell honor to twn memto her age and serial position. Be- nie Marshall. of Miesoula: Mr. and Mrs. Hal Corbett, Mrs. Milton Cope. Elizabeth Sinnott.
hers, Mrs. R. J. Settle, who moves to
longing to one of Paducah'e oldest
itlithelay stopper.
Jacob Corbett, of M, ickliffe; Mr. Mrs. Henry Hughes, Mrs. Luke RusParagould, Ark.. and Mrs. Jesse Gilfamilies, Miss Soule on her father's and Mrs. William White. of Wick- sell, Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Armour
Magazine Club.
bert, who will go to Dallies, Texas. _ In honor of the host's 3feh birthside Is closely related to Bishop liffe: Mr. and Mrs. Philip Samttels,of Gardner, Mrs. W. A. Berry, Mrs, Eli
A very delightful meeting of the Ices were served and a Musical pro-, dro a number of Mende were pleasBoone, Mrs. W. J. Hills. Mrs. John Magazine club Was held on Thursday gram was enjeed.
Joshua Soule, a leading figure in Clinton; Mies Halite Helmond,
Several nut-of-,' antly eetertained on Tuesday even
of
Little. Mrs. George Exalt, Mrs. C. L. afternoon with Mrs. George Flournoy town v:sltors were present
American Methodism, and through. Clinton;
'Ing at the ho me of Mr. and Mrs. Ro Mrs. Arthur Crary, of ChiVan Meter
Mrs. William Marble, at her picturesque country home.
her 'mother Is descended from the cago:
bert Purrish of Arendt'. It was a
Miss Pauline Purcell, of LexMrs. Edwin Rivers, Mrs. H. S. Wells, Lolonuti Lodge The rooms were
Loving and West families, prominent
srurprise to Mr Parried'. A bountiful
Birthday Party.
ington: Miss Mary Belle Taylor, of
Mrs. Manie Cobb. Mrs. May Rieke, effectively decoratedwith cosmos and
In Kentucky.
Master Edwin Slaughter, the son supper was served and the evening
Frankfort
Mee Henry Thompson. Mrs. Harry "farewell eureptera." Mrs. D. M. of Capt. and Mrs. John
Her fiance. Mr. Coolidge, is eonSlaughter. of was delightfully spent with mnsic.
Hinkle, Mrs. R. G. Terrell, Mre.-W. Patterson, of Mat field, the mother of Clay and Tenth streets, was the tined
nected with the Frisco railroad In
_—ge—
Pretty Reception for Debutantes.
B. Mills. Mrs. James Weille, Mrs. Mrs. Flournoy. was the 'cutest of of an eajoyable party on Monday Wedding Aunts-emu:4es Celebrated.
Memphis and occupies a position of
Mrs. Charles E. Jennings is receiv- Harry McElwee Mrs. C. C. Grass- honor.
trust. He is a native of Wisconsin.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick nrolcan were
afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock in' honor
butt has made Memphis his home for ing this afternoon from 3 to e o'clock ham; Misses Claribel Rieke. Carrie
The roll-call was answered
with of his ninth birthday. Games, music given a pleasant surprise party on
Oaklawn,
delightful
in
home,
her
at
number
of years. He Is h yonaft
Rieke, Irene FurniebRella Coleman, enrrent evenes. Four of the October and various amusements were the ThileninY evening al their home, 922
a
man of many sterling qualities, highly Arcadia, in honor of her niece, Miss Fannie eioleman. Margaret Park, magazines were represented most in- features of,, Pleasure. Elaborate re,a
lerystroese
f tt. he
tnrb
ifirvie
. T
itir ww
aspdednieng2aRtn
tad ana
Bondturant
the
Mary
who is one of
Clara Park, Mildred Solute, Inueyette terestingly: Mica Minnie Ratcliffe freshmentis were served.
thought of and poptuler In a wide
season's attractive debutantes.
circle of friends.
discussed
the Cosmopolitan; the
handsome silver service was presentThe house is effectively decorated
--ID—
Scrapbook was reported by Mrs.
ed them. A nuntber of their friends
Mariposa Club Dance.
with southern smilax In graceful proReantletal Mallow E'en Wedding.
Sans Smut Club.
Henry Overby; Mrs. Hal S. Corbett
A delightful dance of the week was were present.
The Sans Solid dun) was delight- gave a resume of the Saturday Even- given by the Mariposa club on Mod-,
Social interest for the coming week fusion, and aecolor-echeme of pink
throughout.
green
carried
and
is
enters Is the wedding ceremony and
fully entertained lei Friday afternoon ing Post. and the Century WAR han- day evening at the Red Men's hall.
Mr. and Mrs. IL F. Davis. of West
reception of Mew Rebecca Hannah Standing with Mrs. Jennings and Miss by Miss Hattie Terrell at her home on dled hr Mrs. A. S. Dabney.
4
n
.inw
te
on
as
r. the first entertaiument of the Mono* street, guise a reception
Corbett and Mr. Charles William Bondurant in receiving line are the Kentucky avenue. The club prise
A pretty two-course luncheon was club for the season and inanguratesi Thursday evening at their home in
Thompson. which will take.- place on debutantes! Misses Frances Wallace, 'was won by Mrs. John W. Scott and served In conclusion.
a series of enjoyable affairs for the ' celebration of the first anniversary
Wednesday ,evening. rThe ceremony !Catherine Powell, Corinne Win/geed, the visitors' prise by Mrs. Henry
of their wedding, the house was
will be at 5:2,41 o'cloitk at the First Mars Nintleox, ella Wilhelm, Elise Rudy. Aneattractive course-luncheon
p)fretglrie
lyendeacnodraw
ted
hit aud
Entre Noun flub Organization.
Among
mrs
m
prreeennt
ei d were', Franki
Mr ,
ut coalor scheme
assisting
Atkins.
Also
Moth
In
reChristian (dined), and the reception
was served late.
The Entre Nous club held a blue- and
.
Mrs.
are;
ceiving
Joseph
F. Bondie
will be from 9:30 to 12 o'clock at
The flee tables of guests included: ness meeting on
Tuesday morniaa Hill, Women Mary Boyle. Babb, Ger- bell In these colors was the center
the Woe of Mr. and Mrs. Hal S. rant. Mts. Edward L, Atkins Mrs. Miss Mary Bells. Ta)lor, of Frank- with Mine Ltille Mae Winsteed, of trunk Fisher, Anna Hill, Eudora Far- decoration. Fruits, 'Ices knd
punish
Armour Gardner, Mrs. Robert Reeves, fort:: Miss Mary Brizendine, of RusCorbett, on North Eighth street,
Washington street and organised for Icy, Mary
Harry, Doenthe Miller, were served during .the evening
It will be a chrysanthemum wed- Mrs. James Ctterback, Mrs. Hughes sellville: Mrs. Allen Ashcraft, Mrs. the winter. Miss Winstead was en- heaa Purchase, Core INDIO, Rubeel Misses Cethetine
Robertson, Maud
ding and the colon white and pink MeKnight
M, Flournoy, Mrs. Henry Rudy,s elected president. Mies Mary Bente Melee, Fannie Lanham Elsie Elam,,and Myrtle Elder
assisted in reeds
room
dining
In
the
nnd
at
the
all
will
In
out
be carried
Mrs. John Scott, Mn: rfetrITI7Tail1ilit, MIAs Prances Wallace and Miss Co- Gertrude Hoag, Anna Halpin. MaP
,
kg detail* which yin be e..b.trminsi! Peach bowl are a number of Lima.-atire. /empire" MeKeight- Mts. Jusmee t rlitteelffilifleffiertiVIMIrne the Prititittos n'eallan, Ells Bright,
*abet- Milltlenit •:—(Continated on
go IlesTe—i:

The Week In Society.
AUTUMN MAGIC.
Soon as divine S.sptember, flushing
from sea to Pell.
Peers from the whole wide upland
Into eternity,
Soft as nu exhalation, ghosts of the
thistle start;
Never a poet saw them but ached in
his baffled heart.
at a nameless urging through
•avenuglaid in air;
_ Hints of _elective. unbodied, nattiest..
everywhere:
0,

Sense of a 'feared denial, or access yet
to be won;
Olefins of a dubious gesture for
guesses to feed upon! - •
Plaine is flyine in henvrn. th- down
en the roe: hilisi,1/..
Earth is a bride-veil glory that can
not coneeal the Bride.
—Louise Imogen Gniney. In the October Atlantic
Annenneements.
Mrs. Leslie Wade Lewis will entertain at cards on Monday afternoon
at her home. on Washington street.
in complImetit to her guest.. Miss
Mary Brisendire, of Russellville, Ky.
Mrs. Henry Rudy will entertain
Miss Ruble Corbett and her bridesmaids
one o'clock luncheon on
Tueselay..
The Delphic club will meet on
Tuesday morning at the Caritegle library. "The Alhambra" is the subjeet for discualtton. Those taking
Dart will be Miss Mattie Fowler, Mrs.
Campbell Flournoy and Mrs. George
Flonrimy.
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox Is hoetess to the
Five Hundred club on Wednesday
afternoon at her home, 603 ffenteelo
avenue.
The Matinee Mitsical club TIP
Meet -oil Weilbseciae-etteruoon at the
4
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The bill creating park commissions

0000000.0400

for cities of the second clam was
tikk Pabtual) Sun. drawn
up In its terms especially for
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
_

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

the benefit of the city of Lexington.
ehieh had parks but no park board,
and was passed by a Democratic general assembly and approved by
a
Democratic governor. The
whoie
law is extremely creditable and one
that a Republican councilman
of
Paducah should have no reason to be
ashamed of, had he carried it there
in his pocket. But, under the drcernetences, The Sun prefers to altos
the horoes and responsibilities attached to the performance to fall
where they are due. The only thing
se in Paducah have to do with it, is
to make the best use of the money
and create a park system that wit: bia credit to the city and a blessing to
it-, poor.

IN THE COURTS

es of temperature are hard
Rapid chang
on the toughest constitution.

Two hundred and fifty dollars la
I Aif011rostATED
Pisimit, President.
F.
:he amount of damages given W. W.
Manager.
General
PAXTON,
E .1
Spero* by the jury yesterday in his
SUBSCRIPTION RATIESt
suit against C. E. Gridley for slander.
(Watered at the postoffire at Paducah,
The petition asked for $2.740. %lama'
matter.,
Ky., as second
was thrown out of his wagon on th:
THE 1/4111.1
.10
Hy earrior, 1.• v• • k
Cairo pike by his horse, which vat,
.4t)
m.dvanc,
until, per moot a. Ii
frightened at Grridley's automobile
4.50
malt per year in Advance
His wagon was terelated and he won
SCN
EEISLY
THE St
In court. Gridley paying $73 damPer year. by melt. po,4•Ite
Address THE (CN. Paducah Ky.
ages. Later when Spence passed a
crowd at the court house Gridley is
Third
Phones 555
.Offtre,_ 115 South
alleged to have remarked that "he,"
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
--Bireke-resseeset.••••••••6.------(meaning Spence) "swore a lie in
«tun and cost hitn $ren
Til C SUN can be found at the followiii pta.
;-'.
3
1.•tt le n t s
Van Colin [trot,
In Circuit Court.
Pain, r
Circuit Judge William Reed h Id a
The park bond issue is a simple,
\t
brief session of court this mor Mg,
park
hottest plan of the hoard of
•
Tile jury was dismissed yesta
commissioners. who have the interest
until Monday and he heard motto
of the city at heart and have hit toma
and demurrers today.
this as th•- least expensive and mote
L. Liarry tiled reit against Conedicacions manner of creating a
•
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50c. AND $1.00
stable A. C. Shelton and W. S. Pearpark system and realizing for the
alisTURD VI. OCTOBER 27.
son for $470 and $50 additional dampresent generation the quickest beneage, claiming that Shelton because
fits from it. lihe plan contemplates
CIRC'ELATION STATEMENT.
a distreee warrant sworn out by
of
the
issuance
of
the
bonds
and
the
imSeptember, :SOIL
wrongfully
. people in Pearson, attached and
.ted citizens
17
3976 niediate undertaking of a complete
1........3Ssi
park tostem that will afford to evwestern Kentucky and !southern Mi- helci $470 worth of household effects
18
3948
.3885
3
ery section of the city a breathing
nolta to promptly join our associa- exempt by law from seizure.
wit ta ma Natio.
.3878
19
3942
4
The else of George C. Wallace and
1•1;11,
that will redeem eyesores,
tion and assist tea in this great work,
.3450
20
ii
3931 and increase the value of
*
W. E. Cave, executors of the will of
surround- t
office
for
this
to
aend
postal
card
21
3959 ing property. while advertising the treagraisasele:-a-leaaaaele-5-1-aielaIsielaaielalaa.ee
3.902
6
be B. Walston' against Henry Wisdom
membership blank, which will
_
others, was dismissed
without
22
3949 city and making it attractive.
.3917
7
A
promptly forwarded you, so that you and
We have mane thoueand- of acres ••an become an active member slid prejudice.
3938 tanking fund will be created and this
24
.3913
3
In the case of Sam Payne agate 3929 by the time the last bond accrues, of unceltivated land in western Ken- worker.
36
10
a..3931
Alice Payne, judgment for divot ,
3935 will be suffitient to Noire the whole tucky eve' southein Illinois; thous26
.3900
II
Yon can itia0 secure membership
was filed.
4019 issue. Al to their honesty of mien- ands arf acres Mantling in waste that blanks and join the association by
27
1'
. .3911
tons
and
business
acumen
we
pre-wilt
not
be
developed
occupied
and
applying to the following viee-preei29
4045
...39i)
33
rent no argument except t he names for many years to come, by natural dents:
Order of Delivery.
29
4003
.2992
24
Yesterday a distress warrant at,
of the park comntiesioners: Dr. D. processes sorb as has been going on
Ir.
Ky.:
Gardner,
Bardwela
T.
T.
.3965
16
.
G, Murrell, II C. Rhodes. Charles in the pest.
Albert served out Mrs. L. Berry, 723 Clark
S. ahacklett, Fulton. Ky.;
98,478 Reed, George Walters and Erlwiu J.
Total
street, in the ease of W. S. Pearson
The
the
secfarmers
throughout
J.
F
III.;
Williamson, Mound City.
a 01)
against
Mrs. L. Barry for an alleged
tion, have difficulty in securing labor McCartney, Metropolis, III.: 0. J.
Average for September, 1906. .3939
in care for the and already Ilaalat Jennings, Murray, Ky.: G. N. Mc- debt of 842. Constable A. C. Shelton served the warrant but did not
1644
Average fur September, 1901.•
Minister* of the gospel who have cultivation. Industrial
enterprises Grew, Bayou, Ky.; J. H. Little. Benthe astlatie development of the city and business concerns throughout ton. Ky_; John L. Smith, Kuttawa, take the goods levied on. This morning Mrs. Barry took out an order of
283 at heart; who regard cleanliness sad the section
Increase •
embraced
within our Ky.; W. H. I/lets. la Center, Ky.:
before me, beauty of stirroundiags as will as work, are practically ail ,hort of la- J. It. Lemon. MaYSeld. KY.; W. L. delivery in circuit court against
Personally appeared
Shelton mud Pearson for the return
this October 1. 1906, E. J. Paxton. per-on, as akin to godliness, who bor. The to-scrotal can be depended Bower, Paducah. Ky.; J. W. Blue,
of the goods. She gate bond,
look upon the amelioration of the upon, only In
exceptional cases, the Jr., Marino, Ky.: J. D. Leech,Princegeneral manager of The Sun, who &fBiederman becoming surety.
condition of the poor by improved rule being
that
they
are
practically
Ky.:
Feltz
Gooey.
Cadiz.
of
the
ton,
Ky.:
arms that the above statement
•
sanitation and the adorning of the
worthless
for
J.
supplying the shortage Henry Brummell, Cairo. El.: M.
.4aculation of The Sun for the month city with parks, where they can rest
In
Bankruptcy.
e't September, 1906. rs true to the and play in the shade, as g Christian of general labor. It is Impossible at Howley, Cairo,
Mr. Lee Roy Payne, a farmer - of
the present time to esectire ample
Yours very truly,
bast of his knowledge and belief.
ditty . and who desire to enlist on the
white help, male or 'female, in the Western Kentucky and Southern II- Graves county, flied a pet tion in
TER PCRYEAR, Notary Public.
side of eit:c righteousness; a strong
bankruptcy thie morning gluing Hafactories, on the farms, on public
[Mots Immigration Association,
My commis.ion expires January chic pride, should lend their support
bilitiee to the amount of $1,770. He
and private works, or in the homes
te the park and setter plans of the
has no assets. Most of his debts are
22, 1908.
of our people. These are facts genercity.
Mrs. Austin's Pancakes, really Oa judgments in court and notes. The
ally admitted by every well informed
i Parlor to everything. Ask grocer.
only Paducah creditor Meet is the
person.
Daily Thought.
obThere, now, doctors, If Yon
II. C. Allison ettate, $400.
is
"The plac e where t euptation
The Wtotern Kentucky and Southserved it. a little paper has said you
fiercest is where the brave can learn
will mot twelve Its support in your ern Illinois Immigration association
-14
( your grocer for %lomaja
to be most faithfla •
•
conteation about insurance examina- propose to renieda these conditions
!lour, the hest that is
de.
section
We
propose
to
into
the
bring
tion fees, because _you, de not adverREPUBLICAN (1TI TICKET.
tise with it. That's rather a frank embraeed by our work, a desirable
Mrs. Austin's Paneakee, really MIadmission that one doesn't adtocate class of farmers from the northwest
perior to everything. Ask grocer.
City Judge - Emm• I \V Toothy, .
any principle without some considera- part of our own errantry and front
Aldermen.
tion; but with equal teeth the other abroad who will ocrupy and Improve
Blithest joys are often nearest.
Jobs) Far- std••-of Ills propos-Wee might have oar vaeant lands, and bring into this
Stooks., E. M. kit
been stated-le fights everybody who section hundreds of boys and girls.
ley, W. T. Miller.
does not advertise with it
That Is young men and young women of tile
HIVE 'TO Witt t
councilmen.
Every goae makes you feel Setter. Lass.Eos
th• reaeon it has so many lights on better class, who will solve the probFirst Ward-John W. Rebout,
It•eps
your
wbote
insides
right Sold 'is the
its hstids
lem of ample labor for all our peo•
mosey-bock plan ev.rywhere. Pelee So' ram
Second Ward -.1. af. Oehisehlaeger.
ple. and business interests. These
Jr.
exiateJ
in other
fl ,:on Deaete that 'ins breakers conditions have
The Rigors of Cold Weather,
Third Ward ----H. S.-:Wells.
may be encouraged or discouraged by parts of the country: they have even
Probably at no time of the year
Fourth Ward--H. 'W. Katterjohn, the action of the pollee judge? If been more serious than
with us.
doe. the physical condition of th-•
long term. F. S., Johnston, short ton believe the matistrate. before These conditions have heen remedied
• lenity- demand more- attention tit,'
term.
whom is prevented . every
law as we propose to reined
out local
just at this Reason, the beginning ofl
breaker In the city and who hears conditions.
Fifth Ward -Santee! A. Int
cold weather.
the eases before they ever reach the
Sixth Ward - R. S. Barnett,
We fire preint,fed 0 put out
Let the system be run down, or a
fury.
is
an
important
grand
moral
effort'. Into this work in the interest
VERY man would be
School Trustees.
blood impovertithed to any extent anil
factor in the community, we advise of all the people embraced In westFirst Ward --J. J. Gentry.
wearing a Co r I iss
the cold weather goes hard.with you.
you to vote for Ea W Bub) for po- ern
Kentucky and southern Illinois
Second Ward- .1. K. liondurant.
Naturally the thing to do is to
I 'oon Collar if all men
lice judge. Wo
cannot
this,
however,
do
withThird Ward-H, C. Hoover.
get the circulation In good order,and
They
are
knew
the
collar.
the
,
upport
and
out
PTICOUMgernent
Fourth Ward-Dr, C. G. Warner.
the whole system toned up to stand
Yes, brother, the
Republieans of the farmers and bus:nese people.
getting aeguainted rapidly,
the rigors of winter.
Ward --Enoch
Tarbro and opened a speaking campaign among
Fifth
directly interested In the results of
however.
Some physicians prescribe the dalJohn Murray.
the colored
voters at a colored the
work we have undertaken.
church; but it wasn't in a church
Si, eh Ward--Capt. Ed Farley.
i 'y cold bath, others seek recourse in
If you. Mr. Farater and Mr. Busi- i
These collars are fitted
that Dave Cross held bits meetine
i blood tonice and other stimulants.
--- •-- ness Man, desire to see the eondl- i
hut, probably the most rational treatwith
the
colored
voters
at
Seventh
wrong
,.,
by
hand,
stitched
WANT FARMERS.
;
Gone improved, the shortage of in
ment of all is the Osteopathic, as
and
Adams
streets
the
same
night
seems
While
South
Carolina
bor in every department entirely re0 Osteopathy more quicaiy, and. more
side out, turned and shaped
at- They do ea> that when Nivea; argu- moved. and every piece of land in f.
to
be
paying
particular
1
by hand, then
stitched
1 effectively rights the blood flow and
importation
of ments are on tap they are mighty the section embraced in our work
•entIon
to
the
restores normal conditions than any
again,
which
produces
wear- satisfylag
-spina
mill ''..alperatives,
occupied by a thrifty selfettapporting.
other known treatment.
facher
In
artisans
te
work
and
• rs
mote strength
than is
Intelligent farmer, then come
fori
Osteopathy hi only a natural
Any effort of their cremate to ex(tries, the idea of the Southwestern
ward to this 'time, and
encourage
found in any other miler.
i treatment, a method of bloodless surpose
the
record
of
the
genpresent
ontucky and Southern Illinois Imthis association by promptly becomgical manipulations to remove any
migration assoc.etion we are assured, eral council w 11 redound to the ad- ing a nv•mber and use your good ofThe wing is very _popuobstructions interfering with the protb attract German, Satan a.el gran- vantage of the candidates for re- fices to assist the association.
i
ter, lint we have all styles.
per transference of nerve force, or
dam-riga- farmers- to this seetion to election to the hoards of aldormen
In order to get reenIts desired we
natural blood flow, or the other fludevelop our *Mae land, vary the and coital-Omen, we rougratialaie 1111101 do a great
deal
of
adverising
The price- is 2 for 25e.
fele to the organ or part.involved.
product% and stimulate the agricultu- the subtlety of their enemies, who
through the proper channels, and
I should like to have you call and
ral industry of thja part of the coun- merely speak of the record In the abmho-lottery
work in the propta way.
let me tell of some Paducah People
try. No doubt, in a degree the fate- street, nut do not dare go Into it
all of which will require liberal ft
whom you know well that Osteopatoriee will be benefiteveln many ways
Slime aome Irresinmeible pulffka- nanclal assistance. Our plan of linen
thy has done much for, and satio to
Net as are all other (aimless of induseing
this
work
has
beenmade!
so
tell you what it will do in your partry, The 'ncreased population will tion has charged that the park hond
reasonable that no one can Vete ail
demand tutors catching and other ne- Issue- proposition was indeed by corticular case.
and 4,201110 of the porations, and the fact remains that excuse for not aiding the association
reallit IP of if
My office hours are from 9__4o 12
th• se -new homes may the idea originated with the corn- to bring about 'the results desired.
children
and 2 to 6, 516 Broadway. Phone
We =tat Ali aD men. farm,
140'7
take up factory work, bat to no great- ntiselowers. we presonte the. a •
DR. 0. U FROAGg.
er extent than the children of people of the board will hereafter
G Murrell. (in
already revidonre -here. It is not to name. Dr.
overcome any existing deficiencies.
actual or elle:red in the local labor
Cincinnati is the recognised
Flotation that the artmariation was or- o of graft; but those ittelors, who
ionized and its plans promeitated. trarted with a subject for six it.
'
- The labor secretion always Is one of his criticle and then, after
hat is well to he let alone. We have had completely
anesthetized
t onsaride of acres of unfilled. but skinned him out of 42 inches, a re•
productive land under proper eu:tiva- the meanest rnen we allow.
!ion. which should he adding to the
Rezanov-Gertrude Atherton.
annual wealth of the community.
The mo-t powerful novel of this talented writer.
These herde exUerleticed and painstaking farmars acraistorned to raisHouse of Defence-Benson.
VoUlt Filt$ NoW.
ing crops on the long usea :mil of
This is Benson's latest and best novel.
crowded Europe. where an acre Is
These cool dayesuggest the necesDoe I /ordon-Mary'E. Wilkins-Freman.
Made to' support a greater populasity of Furs; we can show you an
tion than an hundred maces in this
Far and away this author's best book
the best kinds at low prefer.
country. aile just the persons
to
The Man Between-Amelia Barr.
HUM. PHTLLIPS &
make this waste land bear new crops.
This is the biggest selling book in the United States toutttr
With this understanding, let us unite
The Lady Evelyn-Max Pemberton.
in bringing farmers to
McCracken
county for the ,general good of the
Here is a problem. Every girl hopes to have one like it
community, regardless of the need.
to solve.
of any particular line of industry,
A Hoek in the Baltic-Robert Barr.
A rattling good story of love, romance and adventure.
For the information 'of the Mantle
of Paducah." says a !steal publicaThese are batittifil books, illnstrated in color, regular $1.50
G0. "The, hal reaniring second
bindings and our special price is only 50c,..,eenh. Sold only
elne cities to spend thousands of
by
us at this price. We have all the new hocks as Poop as
perks,
wee carried
dollars for
to
Frankfort by one of the members of
published.
_the Republican general council."
For -the benefit of the people of
Clerics Merest Quarter Ms* Collar
ado b the' au will say site ewe-,
iSeseuseith 4 kr:Stews
ten' ent is falser: wit' eae
11.11777, VI:atig,i
•%nes
alien wrifteige;
Illaksts of(30,1
wit,
qp aareqac

The conductor passing from the heated
inside of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform-the canvasser spending an
hour or so in a heated building and then
walking against a biting wind --know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.

Sail's Emulsion strengthens the
body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.
It 4111 help you to avoid taking cold.

444040:64...0410.0.0.040
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Tailor Made Suits and
Coats Stylishly Made
,Reasonably Priced
Ig the most approved styles. We use only
good material, workmanship is of the best
and our garments are made to fit and give
satisfaction.
Suits $12.00 to $40.00
Coat5;$5.00 to $60.00
Children's Coats $2.50 to $20

al

Spirited Selling of Dress Goods
The Dress Goods season is now at its height.
that it would be a greet Dress Goods year

•

We predicted

and the increased

volume of business in this department verifies our prediction.
We have an absolutely beautiful collection of fine foreign and
domestie fabrics in all the fashionable weaves, colors and
novelties. These are priced low in every instance.

a

Dress Goods for Children's Wear
. •

38 inch Plaids at
38 inch Fancies at

50C
50C

•

Hosiery and Underwear
Protect your Children's feet with good hosiery and save
tor's bills.

it
1`
la

tlt

We are the leading Hosiery house and sell all the

•

r 'liable kinds.
Ladles' Black Fleeced
Bose at.
Boys' Extra Heavy Hone
at .
(Iirls' Black Ribbed
at

Hose

Men's Fast Black Socks
It

15c
15C
15c
1 5c

Ladies' Ribbed Vesta and
Pants at.
Children's Ribbed Vests
and Panto at
Children's Union Suits
at.
Boys' Fleeced Vests and
Pants at..

ft
in
ru

25c
25c
25c
25c

co
d•

Mrs. Clark will show yoil some very exclusive
styles in Fashionable Millinery.

Our Rug Supremacy
Is arknowledned

by eonservative shoppers who are familiar

with values and qualities.

Rugs for all purposes

L. B. OGI LVIE & CO.
Agents for Butterick Patterns.

E

i

f

i

The Latest, Best and Biggest Selling
Copyright Novels of the Day

i
r

INOTICE!

Does Your
Chimney Smoke?
If so, you havn't a Wilson Heater and 40
per cent of the burnable part of the soft coal
is escaping unburned in the form of smoke.

THE WILSON HEATER
with the celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draft,
consumes these fumes and turns them into
heat. This may be readily seen by the
absence of smoke in the chimney when a
Wilson is used.
You pay too per cent for your fuel; why
not get too per cent value from it?

Copy for our next directory will close October 30. All additions
and changes must be received before this date.
You are commercially
lost if your name is not
listed.

sgp..vorAril-Ta.

'ARROW

0, E, Wilson, at Harbour's Department Store

East Tennessee Telephone
Company

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
•
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating cittestion
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than

:
not

he will refer you to

E. D.HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oss Fitting
133 South Fourth

338 Korittst.sky Ave.

1:13eth Phonon 201

•
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New Plaid

PETTICOATS

i
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Fumes OF SOW SEIVICES

HART'S NEW HEATERS

Methodist.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
IlliOADIA'AY- The Rev. T. J. on to look about your lire and tornaParties sending in accounts of esa
dal etertainiswies. ant plietee sign Newell, pastor. Morning sithjeet: do insurance, as fall and winter are
them, am The Sun will not publish "One Hundred Years of Effort." coming. Remember the old and reevening.
conununications sent in that are not Preaching In the
liable Friedman insurance Agency.
TRIMBLE STREW!'- The Rev.
()We
No. 128 South Third Street. Of
Have just reached here. They possess
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WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
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REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER vommerrEE ON NEW CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PADUCAH .eND THE PADCCUI
WATER COMPANY.
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Seeing Broadway is Seeing Only One Side of Paducah
Paducah's Big Department Store is off of Broadway. Bigger stocks, less expense, lower prices than
can be maintained in Broadway stores with
Broadway expenses. A great sale of Ready -to-Wear Apparel for women-Coats, Suits, Skirts, Furs, Waists and Petticoats. Unusual
value giving in
Dress Goods, Hosiery, Underwear, Staple Dry Goods and Notions. The most tempting inducements in Men's
and Boys' Suits and other apparel.
The best values, the greatest bargains ever offered by any shoe store are now popularizing our Shoe Balconys.
A GREAT

Showing trimmed, untrimmed a n d semi-trimmed
hats that excel all others.
Priced at prices not possible i n Broadway stores
w it h. Broadway expenses.

filth PADTTCAH EVENING SUN

eALE 01.' (HARMING
MILLINERY.
Felt and Velvet Hats, simple ele=tome, WInS01110 designs. everything
of the very best. We touch extremes
in large hats and small. Furnish hit.otuIng hats for every face. We are
really proud of this great tOleeli011
---proud of our lower prices than
Broadway .houses can afford with
Broadway expenses.
WOMEN'S SCIT iltRIVALS,
New arrivals (ha.
expecte-

Cons. You'll admire them. And when
to count the cost. Some of them are
You've eeen .. how fairly they are
half price. None of them are full
priced, compared with BreadWey. Drieei
Prici;W you will wonder. They conic
MORE UNDF:RWEAR BARGAINS
in checks. worsteds and broadcloths
NEXT WEEK.
at $15, $16, $17, $20, $22 and $25.
For men, for women, for boys, for
10.1100 YARDS OF DRESS GOODS
children, for Infante.
We have hven getting ready for
HUNDREDS OF STYLISH COATS
the greatest November sale of Dress
FOR WOMEN ON SALE NEXT
Goods in the history of this store.
WEEK.
All dependable goods and sold at the
Wish we could give them the
least expense possible makes this
apace the- deserve. They should
sale a feature for women who prefer
have an entire page. They are the

styles and lengths that the 1).ggt..,1
stores are-hungry for. Here's addiIlonal good news:. The prices are
lower than you'd expect after haylug seen Broadway prices.
They coney In plaids,cheekshlacks,
tans, casters and
other wanted
shades. Made of tine Kersteys, fine
Broadcloth end fancy material. We'll
make next week a week of great vatuse in Coat selling. Here's the great
range of prices. We start them at
$3.50 and walk up to $4.50. $5,

Harbour's Department Store
TWO WORDS

BE tiELD si .44 t,

rade/lame. itave Isitheultv
With foilloys..is e y.ensenin in II
of ii..! abet. and 1.eurst That '•111111Alla"
pa,Led ‘lembern--1,tx al lodge
In (iron lug Itniffilly.

An amusing story, whit Ii shows
The ()Lego tribe of Red Men ,
the characteristics of the toeople in ho.,] memorial services Stymie) at'
the general acseptiti upluion of them noon at S tic.ock
at the Broadw
Is told by Mr. Theo. Metcalf. chemist M. E. tharch. Au excellent program
for the Sutherland Medicine coin- has Le,.o
arranged and the public IS
easy about the Mexicans. Mr. Met- CUrdiiirS Invited.
calf went with Mr. Percy leiztan to
The program
fileetereS, Mexico. where the com
Prf.Inde (Organ,- Ely Mrs. Santis establishing a branch manufacturee! H. Wiaatead.
ing plant, to make up a lot of mediOmitting ceremonies from ritual.
cine for that territory, and had to deInvocation-By Rev, T. J. Newell
pend on the Mexican
labor, Hymn, "Neater M> God to Thee.' ,
"greasers." as they art. termed, to do
-B)
Mr. Robert Scott.
some of the %oil,
The) were paid
Qtot.itette. "Like As • Father Pit'
vents a clay in alexicso money.
aud evidectly were not worth that, !Eh His Children"--By Choir.
Oration on "Our Order"- By
as the two geutieineil had great diffiAlbeit W. Barkley.
culty in getting suything like
an Hon.
Solo; "Angel Serenade"-By Miss
Atnericaa day $ work dui of them.
Use day when the newel to
be Estrum Knees&
Violin solo---fly
Willa
Mrs.
working unusually slowly, Mr. Metcillf went to Mr. Pastou and said:
cosier ceremonies from the rit"Let's tel those people they must
sork faster, we can't put up with ual.
Benediction-By Rev. Calvin M
this any longer."
Mr. Painter assented, so the'Y sought their Spaniel' Thompson.
Those who have died since r 1
dictionary. to which they had to resort wh-enever they wished to address :art memorial service held two yci
any one In the natkat laatfaaae• as ago are: Jacob Foal:. Elihu Hai
Neither of the gentlemea is a linguist. Juke); F. Crow,
Winston
After a starch for a half hour in the Wale F. Short.
book for the words "work" and
The local lods.e of Red Men order
"faster" without finding them they is tepidly growing with more than I
had to else it up. -I don't believe 250 members.
the two words are in the Mexican
I tneimee." eaki Mr. Metcalf. in tell- IN tUTO CRASH; AIDS HOterl'i AI.
.g the story, "however. tomorrow-mina:la-Is worked to death."
meturist Gives $.1,00o to lit-Illliti,,i,
Pisit Cared fur %actin'.
TREACHERY SEEN RV MITCHELL
Pr,ht etoti. N .1 , 0, t 27
(bargee certain Indiana ‘linework. Smincrset hosp:tal of Stentiv.ile. N
yrs Ate Trying to Disrupt Union.
J., has received a gltt of
•
S. S. Painter, a wealthy New
'Ferro. Mut, Ind., Oet. 27.-- Re- who lives in Print:otter. Mr. Pelmet
jOiDg to the charger that the WS- was touring in his automobile with
it;s:f, of di-filet No. 11, United Mine- a part of friends two weeks
workets of America, had not acted when the machine turned turtle ad
in tile 'merest, of the organization, Mrs. Htnry Turner, of Princeton, was
Naticoial Pit...Wont John. Mitchell, 1e Injured. She Isla taken to the Sone
the special t-onvention here today. erss.t tiospital and cared for there
melee...I tile dissenters of an effort to Mr. Palmtr's attention was drawn
disrupt the "un.ons Delegate T. C. to the bareness of the little hosPilal
!Jewel n ti Linton hr inference tie- sad he promised-then to sire some
eared Si.. hational officers, including money for its improvement.
---- President Mitchell. acre not above
stusple/oni-Mitelreil. In a heated m- WIFE CALLS HUSBAND
ill!. said Llewellyn was al.:ed with
the NVescirn EtsieFatIoni, and as Its Mrs, Busioon Says Curtain is Down
on Only Firat Art,
ally was doing all Tr, his POWer to
break the
emi41) of the United
Ironion.
Mineworker, In the Indians field.
Oct. 77. -.Mrs. Bur5.
ton, wife of former Senator Burton
regards her husband. who Is now
Issea• one, foss lb. gun
undewing imprisonment here, as a
martyr, and declares the curtain Itas
keen rung down only on the first act.
Sherwayweive is happier Gm* site ever
was in her life. Burton :Went the
day -writing letters and then read the
daily papers. He made no comment
on what they had to say About him.
According to the sheriff. Burton will
he given no more daily walks and will
not be allowed to leave the jail until
sentence ends,
hil
TRAINS BLOCKADED 21 HOURS.

RACKET STORE
FOR FIFTY YEARS

be. n famous throughout 'the
world 1..1. no.dels of eivellency and
graceful effect:
There
one esmential feature of
the toilet that too woman dare
slight-.
hare

The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on the
selection of Mel-Corset.

Recent Snowstorm Tie'.
Traffic on
the Union Piscine Road.
(*hotline, W> o.. Oct. 27.-- As the
of the four days' anoesturn,
the Union Patine road has 1.
blockaded for 24 hours between II, )
city and Sidney. Neb. Ten passenger
trains arc stalled In the yards here i
Mild w ether has set In and ft is expected traffic will he resumed in
short time.

Prompt and Liberal
Settlements
The COMMONWEALTH is the only company issuing industrial
Polk-it's that are payable IMMEDIATELY and in FULL. no matter
%%lieu death occurs. Other companies pay only a part If insured dies
u. Alin a year from
iniVt.,) is issued. Investigate the COMMONWEALTH. Re policies cost no more: it is a HOME COMPANY: it
pays its death claims prouiptly and in ful and insures* "equal-so-deal'
WI and your lit irs. See what Mr. McGuire say b:
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 23rd. taut:
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE CO..
Louisville. Ky.
Oentlemett: I beg to acknowledge receipt of payment of claim
duder pn:lefei NOP. 2636 for $2040.00 and 3157 far $300.'40, which I
tarried on the life of my wife. Mrs. Sophia McGuire, who died quite
-uddenly on October 15th.
I appreciate the provisions of your policiee,*ato they are more
,iheral than those offered hy any other company doing ac industrial
hairiness in the state and should be cootie:Iced -by all those desireig
to apply for Industrial Insurance.
Thinking you for your kindmss and Promptness; in eettling this
matter, and assuring you that wherever it is in my powerli shall be
::ad to say a good word for the COMMONWEALTH,.
Very truly yours,
. •
d.
RICHARD E WOCIRE, 131 24th St

4

Writs' a tu sIiii

cant to Ike Goldsmith, superinteisikait of Indusii tel Depattinent, Eagle Ituilotluig. sii‘tll and fireadesy,Caducale
.11,11 all anent vs iii
glad I., call and ettilain fully the litany emluoilve
restart.% of COMMONWEALTH 111•1111111141'. Von tlii mit obligate your-. If in any Nay by talking it over.
()Minitel Deoarl itient
f*EltiiIINS A
Gent-rat Agents
Ilkiel4
Depo.itor3,('itizens' Sits

Titimit.i,

I

Commonwealth
Life Ins. Co.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

.1. I). 14)%1
Pres.: JUDGE MATT (YIKYHERTY, Fleet Yee
Pres.; 11AltWIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treas.: I/It, J.
GUEST,
vestleal Memoir: toltEtiliitl- A WHEN14,11,
Cosineel; J. NI.
VI INN. Stammer of .titencies.

PURCELL& THOMPSONi

The biggest farms In the world
are In South Australia, where the
hidavo'7s.ans acres.
erernite

Rudy,Phillips & Co.
Our name is one that it doubtless
known to more people than the name
of any othcr store, or store keepors,
in Western Kentucky.
Never mind that-it counts for
nothing
with you-the question is,
tor
Do you know us?
If you haven't been in our store
recently you don't know us.
If you know us as a bargain store, you only know one
side of us.
Everybody knows that our prices arc low.
Did you know that no store in Paducah carries finer quality
goods than our finest ?
Did you know that this was the easiest store in Paducah to
get your money back-if you wanted it?
Did you know we aim to supply, and do supply as far as
any one store will ever be able to do in our line, all the wants
of all kinds of people ?
Did you know that we are now doing the largest retail
business done in Western Kentucky, with a phenomenal increase each year ? Come and sec why.

SuitiSpecial for Tuesday
This is a suit'buying opportunity that may never come to you again this
We are going to Offer 25 of our best all-wool Coat Suits for (115
each. The)'- ire both plain and fancy material and all sizes from 32 to 44,
worth from '22.50 to $19.50. For Tuesday only we will sett choice of lot
Se11140t1.

$15.00 Each

FOR SA LE

Our reputation for selling first quality ready-to-wear garments at reason_
able prices is probably known to you, but we want you to still further know
that, at all times, all that is best or newest can always be found in our store
at reasonable prices.

BROADWAY HOME

Rudy, Phillips

o.

1111M-223 BROA DWAY

mo Ft. by 160 Ft. Lot
No. 2322 Broadway This home is one complete,
having modern conveniences .
fi-niyhed in selected hardwood throughout Will be
_
sold at a bargair. One of the
nicest lots on Broadway.

NO COAL PANIC
= With- - -

APPLY TO

C. E. JENNINGS
FRATERNITY BUILDING
•

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

To-am Chavegrio Name.
The name of the "Famous" fi,
ball team has been changed to "It. I.
C.." indicative of Roy J. Cully, shit
the management chingeci from Mr ,
James Davis toMr. John Brooks
The line-up will remain as it was

5.

308 W.
Chestnut,
Louisville, Ky.

result

For this reas.ii,
eehs tosi a 0011.11)1(4.•
lee of this celebrated make of Corsets,
whieb we hats just pliessi iin sale. 'The
welsh; which lose just arrived exeel
previous at,'reste-•, and constitute the high.
IP•taohierentent in the art
our-set Making
If yea are p real to,• merlinni prked Coe
met, you es'inot do better than to try on..
Price begins at
a 1 .00
6
,.1 gasranteed.

se."'

FooTWEAR

MEMORIAL

WORK Mkt) IF kis! Lit NOT FOI NO SE111 ICES TO
IN NIENIC.AN DI(YTION.ARI,
III' ItEl) MEN.

Thomson's
`Glovc-Fitting
Corsets

$7,.:0, $6, $7. gs, 89. $10, $11, $1 2.
$14, 113, $16. $17. 818. 820, - 822.
$25 and up.
BUYING
GREAT ECONONIY IN
HERE.
Shoes for women, children and
men, Shoes that itre well built. righ .
fitting, comfortable and servicedli
Shoes in the very latrst styles,shapeand leathers. lit all sizes, at all prices
-and every pair is a decided moneysaver. La France Shoes for women $3.00 and $3.50 a pair.

Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling

TELEPHONE 499

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Bradley Bros.

GIFTS
For wedding, anniversary or
birthday in fine Silverware
is a life-long possession. We
are showing at present some
new and very handsome designs in Table Silver, HandPainted China, cut Glass,
at prices that will interest
you.
A 10 per cent discount for
the next 10 days.
Official clock adjuster for
the government 'wilding.

Telephone 339

Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
•

Underwriters' Resolution.
!emu rebating.
Before adjournment at St. Louis
yesterday, the National association
Conetitution Signers.
of Underwriters adopted a resoluA reunion of the surviviagAdeleslewasler arid Optic!to ta
Con exelnding officer, of home com- i cates to the
convention which Uremia
311 Irstorleay
Weak I) panies from executive committee de- the
present constitution of Kentucky
liberations hereafter, and prohibit- it, being plannvd,
to be held in FrankBut few women can manage a flir- ing the election of officers of corn- furt during the
summer of 1907. It
tation without _bnyttpIng_np Agalpst a ponies as delegates WI Any maven-.is
o iltbellsoled•else Misters can he
tarried
!105 of troublesome (emptiest-lona.
tioa. The resolutions adopted eon -

J. L. Wanner

a

• 11

